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Summary 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of partial pressure on the 
trunk upon psychological characteristics by using the psychometric method. 
Seven female students were used as subjects. The results were as follows: 
1) In the case of pressurization by the cuff inflated with air， the cuff with a width 
。f3cm or more should be used. 
2)羽ledistanωof just noticeable difference against the pressure is approximately 
6.5 cm in every region of the trunk as far as the pressure is less than 40 mmHg. 
3) The pressure sεn鈎 tionvaried with the width of the cuff. The pressure per unit 
area obtained by the wide cuff was less than that obtained by the narrow cuff 
against the same pressure sen鈎tions. This suggests that it might be adequate 
to exert pressure on the body by the narrow cuff deliverately to diminish the 
pressure sensation when high pressure is required such as in the case of pressure 
suit. However in the ωse of ordinary c1othing， attention should be given to 
the narrow width which gives a high pressure even though the pressure sensation 
is weak. 
4)羽leunderbust was more sensitive than the waist according to the increment 
of pressure. 
5) The words indicating the degree of pressure sensa tions were used at almost the 
same psychological interva1. 
6) The skin shrinkage of the obese subject was large compared to that of the thin 
subject， but this difference was small when the wide belt was used. 
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1. INTRODUCnON 
To design the c10thing needs such as pressure suit， 
body suit， to pressurize the human body surface， it is 
important to investigate the appropriate methods which 
diminish the psychological discomfort against pressure. 
百1eauthor has been discussing the change of pyscho. 
logical characteristics by pressurization with respect 
to the lower extremity (WATANUKI & MIHIRA， 
6) 1986V，) and the upper extremity 仰ATANUKI& 
MIHIRA in contribution 7)) by using the psychometric 
methods. According to these results， the pressure 
sensation varied with the pressure width and the pres. 
sure region against the same pressure， psychological 
distances between words indicating the degree of 
pressure sensations were almost of the same intervaL 
The purpose of this study was to examine the effect 
of pressure on the trunk which is often exposed to the 
pressurization by the clothing， upon psychological 
characteristics by using the psychometric methods. 
2. METIlOD 
2・(1).Fixation of pressure width. 
In the previous studies， the pressure was given by 
the cuff inflated with air such as manchette which 
is used for the measure of blood pressure. The structure 
of the cuff was as follows. A f1atten rubber bag of 
arbitrary width was put on a rattan bamboo blind 
(diameter: 2mm， width: the same width as the rubber 
bag， interval between bamoos: lmm) and they were 
wrapped up in a stretchless cloth. The upper surface 
of the rubber bag was adhered to the cloth. On the 
basis of this method， the pressure width is applied 
with accuracy. 
明1esame method was used in this study. However， 
it might not be possible to apply pressure op the trunk 
by the cuff with a narrow width， since the trunk such 
as the waist has more adipose tissue than the other 
region. In this case， the inflation of the cuff presses 
tightly against the adipose tissue thus reaching its 
maximum easily. Therefore， itis necessary to examine 
the appropriate width of cuff to pressure the trunk、
The pressures measured by the cuf were compared 
with those measured by the belt in the same pressure 
width， against the same pressure sen鈎tion(slightly 
tight， tight， fairly tight). Three kinds of cuffs and 
belts having different widths were prepared. The 
widths were 1，3 and 7cm respectively. Pressure region 
(2 ) 
was the waist. In the case of pressurization by the 
belt， one end of the belt around the waist was flXed 
and the other end was drawn by the spring balance. 
To obtain the pressure per unti area， the weight which 
gives a pressure sensation was divided by the semi. 
diameter of the waist which was presumed to be the 
circle. Oil was applied on the inside of the belt to 
diminish friction between the skin surface and the 
belt. Two female were used as subjects. 
2・(2).2 pointjust noticeable difference (JND) distance. 
Seven female subjects were used in the following 
experiments. Two cufs were prepared. The width of 
the cuff is chosen according to the above experiment. 
Two pressures were applied. These pressures produce 
the pressure sensation of "slightly ti出t"and可ight"
by using those. cuffs respectively.η1e methods were 
as follows. At first， one cuff was fixed at the upper 
edge of crista iliaca (base point) and the other， attached 
to the above region of crista iliaca， was shifted c10ser 
to the below cuff gradually until the subjects feel the 
pressure in one region. At this time， the distance 
between the cufs is JND distance. And then， the 
below ouff was fixed at the new point which was 
obtained by adding JND distance to the base point 
JND distance at several base points from crista iliaca 
to armpit were measured. 
2・(3). The dependency of the pressure sensation on 
pressure width. 
Three cuffs having different widths were prepared. 
甘1ewidth of one of them is equal to the means of JND 
distances. Others were 4cm larger or shorter than 
the means of JND distances. Pressure was applied to 
the waist and the underbust which is greatly exposed 
to the pressurization by the undergarment. The pres-
sure was recorded when the subjects felt the folowing 
pressure sensation which was given by the number 
instead of words. The pressure sensation of“slightly 
tightぺ“tight"，“fairly tight" corresponds to 1.0， 
2.0， 3.0 respectively. Subjects also answered 1.5 and 
2.5 which ocrresponded to the intermediate pressure 
sensations. For example， 1.5 corresponds with the 
intermediate pressure sensation between “slightly tight" 
and "tight". 
2・(4). Point of subjective equalityσSE) and differen・
tial threshold lirnen (DL). 
Two cuffs with the same width as JND distance 
were prepared. One cuff was inf1ated at standard 
pressure (10， 15， 20 and 25 mmHg).百leother was 
inflated or def1ated until the subjects feel the鎗me
pressure sensation against the standard pressure. The 
pressure of PSE and then DL were measured. 百lere
were two cases in these values. One was the value 
of the waist against the standard pressure applied 
to the underbust (CASE 1). The other was the value 
of the underbust against the standard pressure applied 
to the waist (CASE 2). Besides， JND curves) which 
shows the relationship between the psychological 
values and physical values， was calculated by the use 
of DL. 
2・(5).The skin shrinkage by binding 
Three kinds of belts were prepared. The width of 
belts were 1， 3 and 7 cm respectively. Th巴 binding
region was the underbust， the waist and the hip. One 
end of the belt around one of those regions was fixed 
and the other end was drawn by the spring balance. 
The weight for the binding was from 10Qg initially， 
increasing every 100g up to 2000g and then the circum. 
ference was measured for aLl the weights. At this time， 
the weights and circumferences obtaining the pressure 
sen鈎tionof“slightly tight "， "tight" and “fairly tight" 
were also measured. The pressure per unit area was 
calculated by the鈎memethod as that of 2・(1).Besides， 
the skinfold thicknesses of the underbust， the waist， 
the hip， the triceps and the subscapula were measured. 
The body density was estimated by the equation of 
2) Nagamine and Suzuki (1964 )~' and then body fat 
content (FA T%) was calculated by the equation of 
1) Brozek et al (1963)".ηle subjects were an obese 
and a thin female. 
3. RESUL TS AND D1SCUSSION 
3-( 1). Fixation of pressure width. 
ln the comparison between the pressures measured 
by the cuffs and those measured by the belts， both 
of every width against the same pressure sensation 
(Fig. 1)， the va1ues measured by the cuff of lcm 
in width were large compared to those measured by 
the belt with the same width in contrast to .both 
values corresponding approximately in the width of 
(3 ) 
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belt and pressure by the cuff. 
3cm and 7cm. This result suggests that the cuff with 
the narrow width is not appropriate for the pressuri・
4) zation on the trunk. Otto et al (l 968)~' developed 
a new pressure suit wluch was constructed by rubber 
tube (diameter: 2.1cm) surrounding the whole body， 
but this suit was of no practical use. One of the reasons 
might be due to the narrow pressure width. Thus， the 
cuff with a width of 3cm or more was used in the 
following experiment. 
3-(2). JND distance. 
At fust， the cuff used had a width of 3cm. The 
pressure to obtain the pressure sen姐tionof “slightly 
tight" and of "tight" by the use of tlus cuff were 
approximately 20mmHg and 40mmHg respectively. 
Fig 2 shows the relationship between JND distance 
and the position which expressed the distance between 
crista iliaca and armpit as a 100%. JNF distance were 
in the range from 5.8 to 7.5cm (means: 6.5cm) in every 
region. Accordingly， on1y one pressure sensation will 
be obtained when the pressure width is les than 6.5cm. 
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There was no difference between JND distances 
obtained by the pressure of 20mmHg and that obtained 
by the pressure of 40mmHg. This suggests that JND 
distance in the trunk is about 6.5cm when the pressure 
is less than 40mmHg. 
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high pressure is needed such as in a pressure suit. Con-
verse1y， inthe ordinary c1othing， attention should be 
given to the narrow pressure width which gives the 
high pressure to the body even though the pressure 
sensation is weak. The pressures obtained by the 
cuff of 3cm in width were 1arger than those obtained 
by other cuffs. Consequently， the pressure sensation 
varied according to the pressure wid th. This is in 
accordanoe with previous studies. These resu1ts show 
again that consideration of not on1y the pressure per 
unit area but a1so pressure width is needed， when 
discussing pressure sensation. 
Next， in the comparison between the pressures 
obtained from the waist and those obぬinedfrom 
the underbust aga泊st the same pressure sensation 
(Fig・4)，there was no significant differenc唱 between
出ecuff of 3cm and llcm in width. In the case of 
( 4 ) 
3-(3). 百1edependency of pressure sensation on pres-
sure width. 
Fig. 3 shows the r巴1ationshipbetween the pressure 
sensation and the calcu1ated pressure -(pressure per 
unit area (glcm勺 Xpressure width (cm)). There was 
no difference in the calcu1ated pressures between the 
pressure widths against the same pressure sensations. 
I.t seems that c1aculated pressure gives a certain pressure 
sen姐tion which has limited va1ue independent of 
pressure width. As for the re1ationship between the 
pressure sensation and the pressure per unit area (Fig. 
4)， however， the pressures obtained by the cuff of 
7cm and of llcm in width were weak as compared 
to those obtained by the cuff of 3cm in width against 
the same pressure sensations. Furthermore， the degre巴
of the increase of pressure sensation to the increment 
of the pressure measured by the cuff of 7cm and llcm 
was larger than that measured by the cuff of 3cm 
in width. It seems that it is difficu1t to app1y a 1arge 
pressure and moreover the pressure sensation is 
increased by even a litt1e increment of pressure， as
far as the pressure is applied by the wide width. There-
fore， itmay be adequate to exert pressure on the body 
by the cuff of 3cm in width deliverate1y to diminish 
the pressure sensation when pressurization by the 
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the cuff of 7cm in width. the pressures obtained from 
the underbust were smaller than those obtained from 
the waist against the same pressure sensations. This 
suggests that the underbust becomes more sensitive 
than the waist due to the increment of presure. The 
reason that the pressures obtained by the cuff of l1cm 
in width did not show any significant difference was 
that pressure sensation became more sensitive to the 
pressure due to binded crista i1iaca. 
3-{4). The point of subjective equality (PSE) and 
differential threshold lirnen (DL). 
Fig. 5 shows PSE and DL against the standard 
pressures. PSE. which was slightly low compared to 
the standard pressure. obtained from the underbust 
(CASE 1) was lower than that obtained from the 
waist (CASE 2) against the standard pressure of 
25mmHg. This suggests that the underbust is more 
sensitive to the pressuriza tion than the waist due to 
the increment of presure. This is consistent with 
the results of 3・(3).
百lerewas no difference in DL between CASE 1 
and CASE 2 in every standard pressure. Weber ratio 
(DL/standard pressure) had the range of 0.12 to 0.24 
(mean: 0.154)ー 百lemean of Weber ratio in the lower 
extremity6) and in the upper extremity 7) were 0.126 
;_3) and 0.118 respectively. Weber ratio J J • varying with 
the kinds of sensations and quality. is 0.136 for the 
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pressure.ηlis may suggest that nearly the same value 
is obtained even by means of this pressure method. 
5) The JND curveJJ was given by the use of dotted 
line connecting the mean of D L ineach standard pres-
sure (Fig. 6). 引lepressures corresponding to the 
presure sensations obtained from the results of 3・(2)
were plotted in the curve. The psychological distances 
between words were nearly the same for the waist. 
This result was also shown for the underbust. This 
suggests that the words indiωting the degree of the 
pressure sensations are used precisely at the 鈎 me
psychological interval. τbis interval for the underbust 
was smaUer than that for the waist. This suggests that 
the underbust is more sensitive to pressure than the 
waist. This is similar to the result of 3・(3)and of PSE. 
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At first. the ratios of the skinfold thickness of the 
hip， the waist and the urtderbust in the thin subject 
to that of the obese subject were 1/7， 1/2 and 1/4 
respectively. That of the hip and of the underbust 
in the thin subjects were much less than those of the 
subject. Fat percentage of the thin and of the obese 
subjects were 10.8% and 21.1 % respectively. 
Fig. 7 shows the skin shrinkage in each region in 
both subjects. The shrinkage of the obese subjects 
was larger than that of the thin subject. especiaUy in 
the underbust and in the hip which had much skinfold 
thickness. Furthermore， inthe thin subject， the shrink幽
age of the waist which had much skinfold thickness 
compared to other regions was large. This suggests 
( 5 ) 
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that the skin shrinkage may be dependent on the 
skinfold thickness. However， the difference of the 
shrinkage between subjects became small， for instance 
on the waist due to the use of the wide belt. The 
shrinkage seems to be independent of the skinhold 
thickness as far aI;廿lIiwideも号ltis .used. ln the thin 
(6 ) 
subject， the calculated pressure was large even in the 
same shrinkage. It seems that special attention should 
be given to the binding for the set in a good order of 
body size in thin man. 
Next， itseemed that the pressure sensations had a 
range of calculated pressure independent of the width 
of the belt.ηlIs isthe same as in the result of 3・(3).
It seemed that calculated pressures in the waist were 
large compared to those in other regions. This is the 
same as the results of 3・(3)and 3・(4).
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要約
与圧服や整容服のように身体を圧迫する衣服を設計す
る上で，圧迫される部位1 :はどの程度の圧力をどの程度
の隔をもって与えられたらヒトは不快感を感じるかを知
る乙とは重要である。そ乙で，本研究では衣服によって
圧迫される機会の多い体幹部を与圧した時の心理特性の
変化を計量心理学的手法を用いて検討した。研究結果は
以下の通りである。
I )体幹部を空気圧で膨張するコーム袋で圧迫する場合，
ゴム袋内の圧力はコ'ムの幅が3c回以上でなければ皮
虜に正しく作用しなかった。
2) 体幹部の 2部位弁~Im支可知差異距離は圧力が40mm
Hg 以下で、あればどの部位でも約6.5c皿で‘あった。
3 )圧迫感は圧迫される幅によって異なった。う任Iliの
ように身体を大きな圧力で圧迫する必要がある場合.
圧迫感は圧迫幅が3c回程度て、あればそれより隔が広
い湯合よりも経滅される乙とか示唆された。しかし，
普通の衣服の場合，圧迫幅が狭いと圧迫感は心理的
κ小さくとも，その時の圧力は大きくなる乙とが示
唆された。
4 )乳房下縁は圧力が大きくなるとウエストよりも圧迫
(7) 
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iζ対して鋭敏ICなった。
5 )圧迫感の照度を表わす“ややきつい"， “きつい"
などの語句は心理的iζはほ等間隔に使い分けられて
し、fこ。
6)皮膚変形量は圧力が同一でも脂肪府が厚いと大きい。
しかしながら，脂肪層の違いによる皮膚変形量のA
w，は圧迫幅が大きくなれば小さくなった。
